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Abstract— The bag of words (BOW) representation of documents is very common in text classification systems. However, the
BOW approach ignores the position of the words in the document and more importantly, the semantic relations between the
words. In this study, we present a simple semantic kernel for
Support Vector Machines (SVM) algorithm. This kernel uses
higher-order relations between terms in order to incorporate
semantic information into the SVM. This is an easy to implement
algorithm which forms a basis for future improvements. We
perform a serious of experiments on different well known textual
datasets. Experiment results show that classification performance
improves over the traditional kernels used in SVM such as linear
kernel which is commonly used in text classification.
Keywords— higher-order relations; machine learning; support
vector machine; text classification; semantic kernel.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Text classification can be defined as automatically classifying documents according to predefined category-labels, usually
by using machine learning algorithms. There are large amounts
of textual data accumulated both in organizations and especially on the World Wide Web (WWW) through social networks,
blogs, news, forums…etc. This huge set of documents continues to increase by the contribution of millions of people every
day. Automatically processing these increasing amounts of
textual data is one of the critical problems for research and
commercial entities. Text classification is the basis for several
important applications such as document filtering and sentiment or opinion classification.
One of the most common approaches for representing document is the bag of words (BOW) feature representation. In
this approach, the documents are represented only by occurrences or frequencies of the words, independent from their
position in the document or the semantic or syntactic connections between other words. To be more precise; it turns a blind

eye to the multi-word expressions by breaking them apart.
Furthermore, it handles treats polysemous words (i.e., words
with multiple meanings) as a single entity. Additionally, it
maps synonymous words into different components; as it is
mentioned in [1]. Thus, in order to reduce the effect of these
disadvantages and improve the prediction abilities of text classification algorithms, it is important to make use of semantic
relations between words.
In this work, we introduce a simple approach for building a
semantic kernel for Support Vector Machines (SVM) called
Higher-Order Term Kernel (HOTK) which is based on higherorder paths between terms (or words) through documents. In
our experiments, we compare HOTK with other traditional
kernel methods for SVM such as the linear kernel. Please note
that SVM with linear kernel is one the state of the art algorithms for text classification [8], [22]. These traditional kernels
can be considered as first-order methods since their context or
scope consist of a single document, only. However, HOTK can
make use of higher-order paths that include several different
words and documents in the context of the whole dataset. Experimental results show that HOTK exceeds the performance
of the other first-order kernels on several benchmark datasets.
Our approach is motivated by the studies of higher-order
Naïve Bayes (HONB) [3] and Higher-Order Smoothing (HOS)
[4], [5] and recently introduced works of Higher-Order Semantic Kernel (HOSK) [6] and Iterative Higher-Order Semantic
Kernel (IHOSK) [7] which mainly focus on the higher-order
paths between documents.
Both HONB and HOS are Naïve Bayes based methods.
They are designed to work on binary term frequency data and
they make use of the higher-order paths between terms. On the
other hand, HOSK and IHOSK are semantic kernel methods
for SVM. HOSK is our first attempt to use higher-order paths
as a semantic kernel in SVM and it is based on higher-order
paths between the documents. This approach is further ex-

plained in related work section. The following work, IHOSK is
similar to the HOSK since they both propose a semantic kernel
for SVM by using higher-order relations. However, IHOSK
makes use of the higher-order paths between both the documents and the terms iteratively. Although, the performance of
IHOSK is superior, its complexity is much higher than the
previous works such as HOSK, and the proposed work of
HOTK.
HOTK is our first attempt to use higher-order paths between terms as a semantic kernel for SVM. In this sense it is
similar to the previous term based higher-order leaning algorithms HONB and HOS. HOTK is much simpler than the
IHOSK. Using higher-order paths between terms instead of
between documents (as in HOSK) or both the documents and
terms (as in IHOSK) forms a foundation that is open to several
improvements. For instance HOTK can easily be combined
with other term based semantic kernels such as the ones using
WordNet or Wikipedia. Furthermore, it will be much easier to
apply different path filters and normalizations based on the role
of terms in different classes and observe their affects.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The
background information with the related work including SVM,
semantic kernels, and higher-order paths summarized in Section 2. Section 3 presents and analyzes the proposed kernel for
text classification algorithm. Experimental setup and the corresponding experiment results including some discussion points
are given in Section 4. Finally, conclusion and a future work
are presented in the Section 5.
II.

RELATED WORK

A. Support Vector Machines for Classification Problem
SVM was first studied by Vapnik, Guyon and Boser [10].
A more detailed analysis is given in [11]. In general, SVM is a
linear classifier that aims to finds the optimal separating hyperplane between two classes. It is possible and common to use a
kernel function in SVM which can map or transform the data
into a higher dimensional feature space if it is impossible or
difficult to find a separating hyperplane between classes in the
original space [8]. We can consider a kernel function as a kind
of similarity function, which calculates the similarity values of
data points in the transformed space. Therefore, defining an
appropriate kernel has the direct effect on finding a better representation of these data points as it is mentioned in [1], [12]
and [13] . SVM algorithm can be used for multi-class categorization by the “one-against-the-rest” and “one-against-one”
approaches [20]. SVM can work very well on high dimensional
and sparse data [8]. Because of these benefits SVM with linear
kernel is one of the state of the art algorithms in text classification domain since textual data represented using BOW approach as a document by term matrix is high dimensional and
quite sparse.
B. Semantic Kernels for Text Classification
According to the definition mentioned in [10], [14], and [1]
and [15], any function in the following form (Eq.1) is a valid
kernel function.

k ( d1 , d 2 ) = 〈φ ( d1 ), φ ( d 2 )〉

(1)

In Eq.1, d1 and d2 are input space vectors and φ is a suitable mapping from input space into a feature space.
In [19], the authors propose a semantic kernel which is
based on WordNet [21]. WordNet is a network of semantic
relations between words. These relations and hierarchies can be
used to measure similarities between words. The authors use
WordNet’s hierarchical tree structure to measure semantic
similarity between two words. They used this information to
enrich the Gaussian kernel. Their results show that using the
above mentioned semantic proximity metric increases the classification accuracy in SVM. However, their approach treats
multi-word concepts as single terms and does nothing to deal
the problem of polysemy.
Semantic kernels with super concept declaration were studied in [15]. The aim of their work is to create a kernel algorithm which includes the topological knowledge of their super
concept expansion. They apply this mapping with the help of a
semantic smoothing matrix Q that is shown to be composed of
P and PT which includes super-concept information about their
corpus. The proposed kernel function is given in Eq. 2. Their
results show that they get significant improvements in the performance, especially in the cases where little training data exists or the feature representations are highly sparse [15]. However, they coming short of a word sense disambiguation strategy [15].

k ( d1 , d 2 ) = d1 ⋅ P ⋅ P T ⋅ d 2T

(2)

Similarly, in [12] and [13] the WordNet is used as a semantic information resource. However, they stated in their
work that the coverage of WordNet is not sufficient and this is
one of the main reasons that several following studies concentrated on some other wider coverage such as Wikipedia1.
In one of these works [1], the authors combined the background knowledge gathered from Wikipedia into a semantic
kernel for enriching the representation of documents. The
similarity value between two documents in their kernel function formed as like in the previous equation Eq.2. this time
where P is a semantic matrix which is created as a composition of the contributions from Wikipedia, d1 and d2 are termfrequency vectors of documents d1 and d2, respectively. This
composed S matrix consists of three measures. First of them is
a content-based measure which is based on the BOW representation of Wikipedia articles. Second measure is the out-linkcategory-based measure which gives an information related to
the out-link categories of two associative articles [1]. Third
measure is a distance measure that is calculated as the length of
the shortest path connecting the two categories of two articles
belong to, in the acyclic graph schema of Wikipedia’s category
taxonomy [1].The authors claim that their method overcomes
some of the shortages of the BOW approach. Their results
demonstrate that adding semantic knowledge that is extracted
from Wikipedia into document representation improves the
categorization accuracy.

C. Higher-order Paths
Our approach is motivated by the studies of higher-order
Naïve Bayes (HONB) [2],[3] and Higher-Order Smoothing
(HOS) [4], [5] which makes use of the higher-order paths between terms, and recently introduced works of [6] and [7]
which focus on the higher-order paths between documents
instead. HONB and HOS are both Naïve Bayes based methods.
Advantages of using higher-order paths between documents as in [5] are illustrated in Fig. 1. In this figure, there are
three documents, d1, d2 and d3 which include a set of terms {t1,
t2, t3}, {t3, t4, t5} and {t4, t5, t7} respectively. Using a traditional
similarity measure which is based on the shared terms (e.g. dot
product), similarity value between documents d1 and d3 will be
zero since they do share any terms. But in fact these two documents have some similarities in the context of the dataset
through d2 as it can be seen in Fig. 1. This supports the idea that
using higher-order paths between documents, it is possible to
obtain a non-zero similarity value between d1 and d3 which was
not possible in BOW representation. This value becomes larger
if there are many interconnecting documents like d2 between d1
and d3. This may stem from the reason that the two documents
are written on the same topic using two different but semantically closer sets of terms.

tween terms since it simplifies the definition and counting of
the higher-order paths. However, in this study, we experiment
with term frequencies (tf). This is similar to the initial attempt
to use term frequencies in [5].
We use the training set to extract higher-order paths between terms. The S matrix which shows the amount or weight
of higher-order (second-order in this case) relations between
terms is obtained by using the formula in Eq. 3. This approach
is motivated by algorithm which is explained in [5]. However,
in this study, we are using term frequencies instead of binary
term occurrences and we are not filtering any paths.
T
S = Dtrain
⋅ Dtrain

In Eq.3, Dtrain is document by term matrix of the training set
S is a symmetric square matrix whose dimensions are the number of the terms in the training set. The S matrix displays the
first-order relations, in other words just co-occurrences of the
terms. In order to get higher co-occurrence relations or in other
words higher-order paths we multiply the S by itself. For instance, the square of S reveals the second-order relations between the terms. Since the second order-paths reveal latent
semantic relations [2] we use the following Eq.4 as a simple
semantic kernel.

k HOT − K (d1 , d 2 ) = d1 ⋅ S .S T ⋅ d 2T
d1
{t1, t2}

d2
{t2, t3, t4}

d3
{t4, t5}

(3)

(4)

The proposed kernel function in Eq.4 means that the transformation of a document vector from input space to a semantic
feature space can be accomplished by multiplying it with a
semantic matrix as shown in Eq. 5.

φ (d1 ) = d1 ⋅ S

and

φ (d 2 ) = S T ⋅ d 2T

(5)

Fig. 1. Illustration of higher-order paths

Advantages of using higher-order paths between terms as in
[3], [5] can also be seen in Fig. 1. In this figure, there is a higher-order path between t1 and t3. This is an example of a novel
second-order relation since these two terms do not co-occur in
any of these documents and can be gone unnoticed in traditional BOW models. However, we know that t1 co-occurs with t2 in
document d1, and t2 co-occurs with t3 in document d2. The same
principle that is mentioned above applies in here. The similarity between t1 and t3 becomes more eminent if there are many
interconnecting terms such as t2 or t4 and interconnecting documents like d2. The regularity of these second order paths may
reveal latent semantic relationships such as synonymy [5].
III.

It is important to note that binary term occurrences are
used in the premier studies which use higher-order paths behttp://www.wikipedia.org/

We also experimented with different normalization methods including row-level normalization (dividing each value in a
row by the maximum value in that row), column-level normalization (dividing each value in a column by the maximum value
in that column), document-length normalization (dividing each
term frequency in a row with the corresponding documents
length) and several other approaches those explained in [16]
(e.g., complement, weight normalization ) and [17] such as zscore normalization, min-max normalization, etc. We obtained
best accuracy results with length normalization which is defined in Eq.6.

APPROACH

In our proposed method, Dtrain is the data matrix having r
rows (documents) and t columns (words) formed using the
training set. In this matrix dij represents the occurrence frequency of the jth word in the ith document; di = [di1,…,dit] is
the row vector showing the document i and dj = [d1j,…,drj] is
the column vector belongs to word j.

1

In Eq.5, φ ( d1 ) and φ ( d 2 ) vectors are the transformations
of documents d1 and d2 vectors from their original input space
into the feature space as required in the definition of kernel
which is mentioned in Section 2.

∀i , j ∈ 1...r k norm ( d i , d j ) =

k (d i , d j )

(6)

| di | . | d j |

In Eq.6 |di| and |dj| are the lengths of these documents
measured by the sum of the term occurrences.

IV.

EXPERIMENT SETUP

We integrated our kernel function into the SVM implementation of SVM algorithm in WEKA [18]. In other words we
created such a kernel function that is possible to directly use
and plugged it in Platt’s Sequential Minimal Optimization
(SMO) [19] learner.
In order to examine the performance of HOTK in SVM, we
run it on several commonly used textual datasets. We used a
variant of 20 Newsgroups dataset which is called 20News188281. We used this dataset as in three basic subgroup forms
namely “POLITICS”,“COMP” and
”SCIENCE”. Fourth
dataset we use is mini-newsgroups 2 dataset which has 20 classes. Properties of these datasets are given in Table 1.
We apply stemming and stopword filtering to these datasets
as it is a common approach. Additionally, we filter the terms
which occur less than in three documents. We also apply attribute selection and select the most informative 2000 terms
using Information Gain.
TABLE I. PROPERTIES OF DATASETS
Dataset
20News-SCIENCE
20News-POLITICS
20News-COMP
mini-newsgroups

#classes

#instances

4
3
5
20

2,000
1,500
2,500
2,000

In order to observe the performance of HOTK under different training set size conditions, we use the following percentage values for training set size of 5%, 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%,
80%, 90%. Remaining documents are used for testing. This
important because we expect that the benefit of using semantic
kernels should be more visible when there is insufficient labeled data.
One of the most important parameter of SMO [18] algorithm is misclassification cost (c) parameter. We performed a
series of exhaustive optimization trials on all of our datasets
with the values in the set of {10-2, 10-1, 1, 101, 102}. For all the
training set percentages of the all datasets we optimized the c
value by trying all the values above and selecting the best performing one. The optimized c values for each dataset at different training levels are shown in Table II.
After running algorithms on 10 random splits for each of
the training set percentages with their corresponding optimized
c values, we report average of these 10 results as in [2] and [4].
This is a more comprehensive way of well-known n-fold cross
validation which divides the data into n sets and train on n-1 of
them while the remaining used as test set. Since the training
set size in this approach is fixed (for instance it is 90% for 10fold cross validation) and we cannot analyze the performance
of the algorithm under scarce labeled data conditions. It is prohibitively expensive to obtain large amounts of labeled data in
many real world applications and therefore it is important to
develop methods that perform better with small training sets.
1
2

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~textlearning
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/

We run our experiments using our experiment framework
called Turkuaz which closely uses WEKA [18] library. The
main evaluation metric in our experiments is accuracy and in
the results tables we also provide standard deviations.
In Table II, we provide the optimized c values for our experiments. This is interesting because the values change quite a
bit from dataset to dataset.
TABLE II. OPTIMIZED C VALUES FOR OUR DATASETS
TS
%

20News
SCIENCE

20News
POLITICS

20News
COMP

Mininewsgroups

5
10
30

1
1
1

10-1
10-1
10-1

1
1
1

1
1
102

50

1

10-1

1

102

70

1

1

1

102

80

1

1

1

102

90

1

10-1

1

101

In order to highlight the performance differences between
baseline algorithms and our approach we report performance
gain calculated using the simple formula in Eq. 7;

GainHOT − K =

( PHOT − K − Px )
Px

(7)

where P HOTK is the accuracy of SMO with normalized
HOTK and Px stands for the accuracy result of the other kernel
(linear kernel). The experimental results are demonstrated in
Table III, Table IV, As expected, the performance improvement is most visible in small training set levels which can be
seen from Table III. For mini-newsgroups dataset, HOTK outperforms linear kernel in almost all of the training levels. This
can be seen from Table VI.
Table V and Table VI. These tables include training set percentage (TS), the accuracy results of linear kernel, Polynomial
Kernel, and HOTK. Also the last columns demonstrate the (%)
gain of HOTK over linear Kernel calculated as in Eq.14.
V.

EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

According to our experiments HOTK demonstrates a notable
performance on 20NewsSCIENCE dataset, which can be seen
in Table III. HOTK outperforms our baseline kernel (linear
kernel, which is one of the state-of-the-art kernels in text classification) in all training set percentages. The performance gain
is specifically obvious at low training set levels. For instance,
at training levels 5%, and 10% HOTK outperforms linear kernel with the gains of 7.26% and 5.77% on linear kernel respectively. 20NewsSCIENCE dataset is also used in our previous
studies [5], [7]. Therefore we use this dataset to compare the
results of HOSK [6] and IHOSK [7] with HOTK. Although
the HOTK be able to outperform the baseline (linear kernel),
the performance of IHOSK is superior to the HOSK and

HOTK. However, the complexity of IHOSK is much higher
than the previous works such as HOSK, and the proposed
work of the HOTK. This prevents the IHOSK to be applied on
large datasets. HOSK also performs slightly better than HOTK
but it is based on the higher-order paths between documents.
The semantic relations between the documents are not as clear
as the relations between the terms. HOTK is our first attempt
to use the higher-order paths between terms as a semantic
kernel for SVM. Using higher-order paths between terms instead of between documents (as in HOSK) or both the documents and terms (as in IHOSK) forms a foundation that is
open to several improvements. For instance HOTK can easily
be combined with other term based semantic kernels such as
the ones using WordNet or Wikipedia. Furthermore, it will be
much easier to apply different path filters and normalizations
based on the role of terms in different classes and observe
their affects.
TABLE III. ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT HO KERNELS ON 20NEWSSCIENCE
DATASET WITH VARYING TRAINING SET SIZE

the performance improvement is most visible in small training
set levels which can be seen from Table III. For mininewsgroups dataset, HOTK outperforms linear kernel in almost all of the training levels. This can be seen from Table VI.
Table V. 20NewsCOMP is a larger dataset than the
20NewsPOLITICS It has five classes. As expected, the performance improvement is most visible in small training set
levels which can be seen from Table III. For mini-newsgroups
dataset, HOTK outperforms linear kernel in almost all of the
training levels. This can be seen from Table VI.
TABLE V. ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT KERNELS ON 20NEWSCOMP DATASET
WITH VARYING TRAINING SET SIZE
Linear

Polynomial

HOTK

Gain

5

TS%

56.75±4.72

37.23±3.57

60.22±3.00

6.11

10

65.45±2.77

44.36±3.07

66.70±1.14

1.91

30

75.38±2.12

60.90±3.00

75.97±1.04

0.78

50

77.89±1.60

64.6±2.18

78.68±0.71

1.01

70

79.63±1.59

66.87±2.25

79.97±1.18

0.43

TS%
5

Linear
HOSK
IHOSK
71.44±4.30 85.69±1.80
90.37±0.81

HOTK
76.63±2.67

Gain
7.26

10

77.97±3.73

82.47±2.02

5.77

80

79.00±2.25

65.70±3.97

80.38±1.85

1.75

90

81.40±2.47

67.48±2.29

81.52±1.46

0.15

87.87±1.34

94.31±1.09

30

86.73±1.32

93.11±0.77

94.97±0.90

89.24±0.74

2.89

50

88.94±1.16

94.18±0.48

95.35±0.88

90.84±1.12

2.14

70

90.58±0.93

95.07±0.86

96.23±1.19

92.06±1.28

1.63

80

91.33±1.41

95.40±0.87

96.85±1.70

93.38±1.43

2.24

90

91.40±1.56

96.00±1.80

94.31±1.09

94.2±1.36

3.06

For the remaining datasets we report the results of HOTK
compared to the baseline kernels of linear and the polynomial.
20NewsPOLITICS is an exceptional dataset in terms of the
performance of HOTK. We only see improvements at very low
training set percentages. This may due to the size of the dataset.
20NewsPOLITICS is our smallest dataset with 3 classes and
1500 documents. We observe that the discussions are centered
around a smaller number of topics compare to the other datasets. In our opinion in this dataset, the classes are easier to
discriminate, giving more advantage to the document based
methods.

TABLE VI. ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT KERNELS ON MINI-NEWSGROUP
DATASET WITH VARYING TRAINING SET SIZE
TS% Linear
Polynomial HOTK
Gain
5
56.75±4.72 41.21±1.27 49.69±5.64 -12,44
10

65.45±2.77 51.31±2.37 66.24±3.81

1,21

30

75.38±2.12 68.33±3.23 81.82±2.04

8,54

50

77.89±1.60 70.12±3.14 85.54±1.20

9,82

70

79.63±1.59 75.80±2.66 87.28±1.13

9,61

80

79.00±2.25 76.83±1.20 88.15±1.58

11,58

90

84.65±2.48 77.55±4.65 88.10±2.80

4,08

VI.
TABLE IV. ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT KERNELS ON 20NEWSPOLITICS
DATASET WITH VARYING TRAINING SET SIZE
TS%

Linear

Polynomial

HOTK

Gain

79.01±2.65

56.69±6.79

80.72±1.56

2.16

10

84.69±1.24

62.45±6.67

84.89±2.15

0.24

30

92.04±1.06

83.30±4.57

88.31±1.22

-4.05

50

93.73±0.57

89.43±2.03

90.29±0.79

-3.67

70

94.55±1.21

91.02±1.50

90.15±1.15

-4.65

80

94.03±0.91

90.77±1.50

92.50±1.60

-1.63

90

94.86±1.26

92.20±1.81

92.46±2.01

-2.53

5

For 20NewsCOMP dataset, HOTK outperforms linear kernel in all training levels. This can be seen from As expected,

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we introduce a simple approach for building a
semantic kernel for Support Vector Machines (SVM) called
Higher-Order Term Kernel (HOTK) which is based on higherorder paths between words (or terms) through documents. Our
approach is motivated by the studies of Higher-order Naïve
Bayes [2], [3] and Higher-Order Smoothing [4] and [5] which
makes use of the higher-order paths between terms, and recently introduced works of [5] and [7] which focus on the
higher-order paths between documents instead. In this study,
we demonstrate a preliminary and as a result a simple approach for creating a semantic kernel based on the secondorder term co-occurrences in the training set. Our results show
the promise of HOTK as a semantic kernel for SVM in text

classification which can be further improved by applying
some of the techniques in [5].
HOTK is our first attempt to use the higher-order paths between terms as a semantic kernel for SVM. Using higher-order
paths between terms instead of between documents (as in
HOSK [6]) or both the documents and terms (as in IHOSK
[7]) forms a foundation that is open to several improvements.
For instance HOTK can easily be combined with other term
based semantic kernels such as the ones using WordNet or
Wikipedia. Furthermore, it will be much easier to apply different path filters and normalizations based on the role of terms
in different classes and observe their affects.
As future work, we want to study on different weighting
and normalization approaches on our algorithm. We also
would like to analyze and shed light on how our approach
implicitly captures semantic information such as synonyms,
and performs word sense disambiguation for polysemous
terms when calculating similarity between documents. Additionally we plan to get more insights about under which conditions HOTK performs well.
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